
The Drive to Finis h
The greatest effort in the history of cleanliness is on! For cleanliness has a history. It's influence can be traced dow

Thave fought for cleanliness. At times it has been a sporadic fight, a skirmish. A clean man was handicapped by a

thousand villages, towns and citiesare campasg :ng for cleanliness, and health. They are not doing so for a c

drive ison. Itwon'tbestopped. ithas been ea mated that 30,000,000 men, women and children in the United 8t
drive is on. It won't be stopped .It

possibilities. It is bound to win.

Franklinton's Drive Is On For Mare
The following progressive firms are thoroughly enlisted in this, the strongest co-operative move in which our conu
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bad that he ̀ -must" buy Paint r ,!-,
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hand just as yonkeepother preven
fives-the deanes, antiseptics and
other necessitie& In fact, this helf
is the "First Aid Chest of the
House." Andhe saves moneyevery Come In and 14 U.
month by being abe to PAINT-UP Equip Your Paint

istantly whatever needs it; from Sheffor Yaw
the roof to the back fence ;as a Qt's' Roud Use
ventive of shabbiness and decay.""

The Babington Store, Inc.
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LE A N-p PIT-P

TON'T let your house die of neglect-
D- sink:t~o decay-swell and crack and:

go-o pieces-all for the lack 4f7a good

dose of paint!
SLOW `

DECAY `

rON'T let your house die -of neglect--
D sink. nto decay-swel and crack and

go-to pieces-aill for. the.. lack of -a good
dose of paintl

H-ouses live longer than humans, if kept'
painted--some in New England have

been preserved 200 years because
they've been fed regularly with

preservative and strength-
ening paint.

Mrs. W. E. Bickham.
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E VEIIY day youletyour
.L'd home grow shabbier

for want of painting, you
throwing money out of

the window.

Paint saves more than it costs,
for without it the wood absorbs
moisture and swels, the metal

parts rust, and before you know
it you have hundreds of dollars
of repairs of every kind staring
you in the face.

Motor Sales & Service Co.
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Lo do your ncighhors

jEcomnom. as well as
prilde say Clean Up and
Faint Up. and keep it

Ve-say. come to Vi
.*Fr everything you need
it this worthy work.
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